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'Prom CAMEL MILDNESS

JOr 16UTSeff.!

According to a
Nationwide slJ.!'vey:

MORE DOCTORS
SMOKE CAMELS

than any other
cigarette
Doctors smoke for pleas·
ure, too! And when three
l eading · ind epend e nt reo
sea reh organizations

H ow mild can a cigarette be? Make the 30-day Came)
mildness t e t-and then you'll know! A similar test was
recently made by hundreds of smokers. These men and
women smoked Camels, and only Camels, for 30 days.
Each week, noted throat specialist examined the throats
0[" these smokers. And these pecialists reported not one
single case of throat irritation dlle to smoking Camels!
Put Camels to the te t yourself-in your "T-Zone."
Let YO R OW TA TE tell you about the rich, full
Aavor of Came/'s choice tobaccos. Let YOUR 0'\
THROAT give you the good word on Camel's cool, cool
mildness.

asked 113,597 dOl" lors what
cigarette th ey s moked,

the hrand named mosl was
Camel!

Try Cl.lrnels and tes t them as you smok e th em.

Jf ~

at

any lim e, you are oot con\ inc('d lhal Camels are the
mild es t cigarNle yo u ever smoked. return th e pnckage with the unu sed Camel s and we will refund its
full purchase price. p ill S po stage. (Sign ed) R . J.
"Reyno lds Tobacco Compuny, Winston-Salem. N. C.

1) n

:Memoriam

EDWARD SATURLEY
Edward Saturley, Class of '49, well known, well liked and popular in The Bowling Green Business Uni versity and in Bowling Green, Kentucky, was killed in an
automobile accident in Hopkinsville, Kentucky , February 3, 1949.
Ed, "Ace," Edward, as he was so familiarly known , was 24 years of age and entered the Business University in September, 1946. He would have graduated in August of this year had this tragedy not occurred. Ed completed high school in Hopkinsville and later saw service in the U. S. Marine Corps during World War II.
Laughable, friendly, and lovable, his departure leaves a big hole in many hearts.
Few people had such a wid e group of friends chosen from so many ·varied walks
of life. He was at nearly all "occasions." He was never too busy to be a friend to those
friends no matter on what occasion-no matter with whom he might be. This writer
particularly knows that Ed never took ad vantage of any friends he might have had ,
but returned to them his own personable brand of friendliness.
Neatness, politeness, the charm of good manners, mixed with the ability to enjoy fun, characterized his living. The large number of people from Bowling Green
as well as Hopkinsville at the funeral attest to this latter statement.
To many of us who are left, it is hard to understand why Ed is not here; but as
he would have said to those of us who are left, we .hope the "deal is on" for him.
Ed, we salute you!
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You were? What audacity to stand there
and tell me a thing like that! Tow do
ever expect to pass this course?"
"Wal, I don't mister. Ye see, I just come
in to fix the radiato-r."

COMPLIMENTS

of

Prof: "What would you administer to
a person who had just taken hydrocyanic
acid ?"
Missionary Student: "The sacrament."

Pushin's
Bob Hope, Bing Crosby and D?tty ~a
mour plan new 'road' picture ?ealm~, wIth
inflation. Tentative name of pIcture Road
To The Poorhouse."
:::

:::

:::

:;:

Repentance was perhaps best defined
by a small girl: "It's to be sorry enough
to quit."
Small boy to neighbor said: "Just like
a woman; Sis hasn't seen that guy for
over two years, and then she turns out
the light."
First Golfer-"Confound it, sir, you
nearly ,h it my wife."
Second Golfer-"Did I? Well, have a
shot at mine o'ver there."
ROUGH GOING
Newlywed husband: "Dear, do yo u
mean to say there's only one course for
dinner tonight?"
Bride: "Yes, dear, you see, when the
chops ignited and fell into the dessert, I
had to use the soup to put out the fire."

:: * * *

NO CHANGE
D octor: "H ow is the young man
swallowed the half dollar?"
Nurse : "No change yet, doctor."

3

who

ToHE BRAIN
Prof: Give three collective nouns.
Stude: Flypaper, wastebasket and vacuum cleaner.
Givens: "Say, old man, can yo u let me
have five . . ... "
Lavoy: "No ..... "
Givens: " ... . minutes -o f your time?"
Lavoy: " ... . trouble at all, old scout."

* ':' * ':'

P rof: What are the names of the bones
in your hand, Mr. Roller?"
Mr. Roller: "Dice."
"Gosh you ha've a lovely figure."
"Oh, let's not go all over that again."

****

,senior (at a basketball game) : See
that big substitute down there playing
forward? I think ,h e 's going to be our best
man next year."
Local Co-ed: " Oh, darling, this is so
sudden!"

* * * ::

"What is college bred, Pop?"
"College bread is a fo ur-year loaf made
from the flavor of youth, and the ol d
man's dough."

****

MAN OF PRJiNCIPAL
Just give me the simple life
and f.or me never fear.
All I crave is interest
Compounded twice a year.

* *' * *

Mother: "So you're not afraid to go to
the hos<ptal. . . . that's a go od little boy."
Little Boy: "Yeh . . . . but I'm not goin'
t'let them palm a bafby on me-I wanna
pup!"

Morris Jewelry store

Compliments Of

Jewelry and Silverware

(B. G's. Oldest And Best)

DODSON CLOTHES
211 Main

Bowling Green, Ky.

408 Main St.

Phone 443
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MISS T "N

B

It has been one month since the announcement of the Miss T. "N" T . c'ontest, and the balloting has been rather
heavy so far, but the number balloting
co uld be increased if everyone would
vote. Be sure and cast your vote this
month and for last month if you have not
done so already.
Miss T . "N" T. will not be announced
'till the night of the Rho Omega Alpha
annual spring dance. The crowning of the
winning co-ed will be one of the highligh ts of t he big annual spring dance,
which w ill be h eld sometime in the month
of May.
We want every student to be sure and
cast h is or h er !ballot for the coed they
would like to be Miss T. "N" T. for 1949.
In order to make balloting more convenient for the students, boxes will be placed
in the hall at B . U. for the Business University students and for the Western
students ballot boxes will be located at
th e Goal P ost and the Western Lunch
Room .
The r ules for the balloting are as follows :
(1) Every vote must be submi Ued on the of -

ficial ballot below_
(2 ) Vote as many times as you wish using
the official ballot each time.
(3) Ballots may be mailed t o the editor.
Paul R. ·Maddox. Apt. 2A. Colonial Courts.
City. or they may be dropped in the ballot
boxes located at the Goal Post. Western
Lunch Room and B. U . Your ballot may be
given to any member of the staff also.
(4) All ballots become the property of T.
" N" T.. and the decis ion of the judges will
be final.
(5) The winning candidate will be an nounced at :t;he R 0 A spring formal.
(6) Miss T. uN" T. and her escort will be
the guests of the staff of this magazine.

Miss T "N" T Contest
Official Ballot

I nominate and vote for
Miss ........... .. ... . .... .. . . ....... .
F or Miss T "N" T of 1949.

March, 1949

T CONTEST
'Mose-"De preacher used very poor
judgment this mawnin'."
Josh-"How was dat?"
Mose-"He preached on 'A Fool and His
Money Are Soon Parted', right befo' de
collection. "

: : :;: :;: *

Housewife (to maid)-"Mandy, I notice you ha've been taking our empty
grapefruit hulls home with you. What in
the world do you do with them?"
Mandy-"Yes-um, I'se been carrying
'em home. They make mah garbage look
so stylish."
Miriam-"P ass the 'lasses."
Deborah-"Don't say 'lasses. Say molasses."
Miriam-"How come I say mo' 'lasses
when I ain't had none yet?"
:;: :;:

::: :::

'Lijah-"Ah wants a ticket for Caroliny."
Station Agent-"What part?"
'Lijah-"All of her, Cap'n. D at 's her
watchin' my suitcase."

'" * '" ':'

Prof- "Take this sentence, 'Let the
cow be taken to the pasture.' What
mood?"
Stude-"The cow."
:}:

:~

:;:

:::

Prof-"What do you find the hardest
to deal with?"
Stude-"An old pack of cards~"
"Are they very strict at your college?"
"Strict? You remember Jonesey ? Well,
he died in class, and they propped h im up
until the lecture ended."

****

An angry subscriber called to see "the
scoundrel who wrote the libelous article"
about him.
"You'll have to be patient," said the office boy. "He's out ,a ttending the f un eral
of the man who called to get satisfaction
yesterday."

****

Real Estate Agent-"Why don't you
give your new bu ngalow a name? Something appropriate. Other .p eople do.
There's 'Seldom Inn,' 'Walk Inn,' 'Cozy
Inn,' and a lot of others."
Owner-"That's an idea. As I've just
finished paying for it, I'll name it 'All
Inn'."

....

T "N"__T_____________________________ 5
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Men of Distinction

CHARLES PARSLEY
,F or our Western State "Man of Distinction" for this month, we are happy to present Mr. Charley H. Parsley.
Mr. Parsley is a senior on the Hilltop,
majoring in .Physical Education . He will
graduate in June.
"ChaTlie," as he is called, comes from
London, Kentucky, where he scintillated
on the local basketball team. He was
picked as the most outstanding player of
his region in his senior year. Too, he was
a straight A student.
Upon receipt of his high school diploma.
"Charlie" took off for the wars and served
with valor and distinction as a gunner in
the Air Cmps.
He entered Western in September, 1945,
.and has made a fine record both in the
scholastic and athletic fields during his
four years at the institution. " Charlie"
has been a vital cog in the great Western
basketball teams of the past three years
and also holds varsity letters in track and
baseball.
Mr. Parsley has maintained a scholastic
average of B plus and was this year in
"Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities. "

DAVID SNEED
A husband, father , scholar, teacher and
a fellow with a great personality are some
of the distinguishing characteristics of
David Sneed, the Business University's
Man of Distinction for March.
At the present time David is serving as
substitute teacher for Mr. J. R. Holland
in Math. of Accounting and was teaching
Auditing. Besides his teaching duties he
finds time to serve the Beta Pi F-r aternity
as its president. Dave is a member of ROA
social fraternity also.
Not only has Mr. Sneed made an impressive record at B. U. and equally stirring record with the Air Corps. Da've
became one of the men who show no fear
back in 1942 when he volunteered for
duty with the Air Forces. David served
as an aviation cadet for -o ne year and in
February of 1944 he was awa·r ded his
wings and commission. A few months after being commissioned he joined the
Fourth Fighter Group as a pilot in England. Altogether 18 months were spent
overseas by Mr. Sneed.
David is married and has one child. B.
U. will hate to see you leave in June,
Dave. We all say, "Good Luck" to a swell
guy.

6
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JAMES LE\VIE HARMAN
It is needless to introduce J. L. Harman
Sr., for he is one of the more familiar
figures in Bowling Green, a widely known
educator, lecturer, and college official.
It is with esteemed pride that we recognize Doctor Ha·r man , as one of the most
outstanding college officials of the day.
He received his education at the Southern Normal School, Bowling Green Business Business University, and received
his LL. D. from Kentucky Wesleyan College in 1931. J. L. Harman was President
of the Business University from 19211945, retiring from the presidency but
continuing teaching. His admiration of
the work at B. U. is shown by the fact
that he has been connected with the Business Uni'versity since the beginning of
his active career, starting in 1893.
Doctor Harman was a Director of the
Potter-Matlock Trust Company for ten

HO~

years, former director of the Y. M. C. A.,
member of the Kentucky Education Survey Commission , 1920, ex-member of the
Board of Governors, Kentucky Children's
Home Society, and National Association
of Accredited Commercial Schools, VicePresident of the Mammoth Cave National
Park Associati on, a member of the Normal School Commission, 1922.
He is a steward in the Methodist
Church, and has four times been a delegate to the general conference of the
Methodist Church.
He is a member of the Country, Rotary
Clu10 (29 years), and E. Q. B. (Literary).
Surely everyon e knows that Doctor Harm on is a staunch Democrat ana will be
for now and ever more.
Mr. Harman married Nettie Kimberlin,
of Springfield, Kentucky, August 1, 1900.
They are the parents of one son, J. Lewie
Jr., a familiar instructor at B . U .
Doctor Harman 's hobbies vary from
time to time, he says that he seldom keeps
a hobby more than two years. Log cabins, the making of walking canes, ~nd
taking tramps through the woods, bemg
his favorites. His great love is poetry, always enjoying reading poems but never
doing any writing himself. A close friend
once told him that his love for poetry
helped more than anyone thing in his
work as a college official.
J. L. Harman is a person ,a nyone shollld
enjoy talking with, he says that "he has
always been foolish about people." Go by
and have a chat with him, you will be
most cordially welcomed and greatly
profited.
Here is a distinguished gentleman -o f
truly the highest caliber. He is as much
a part of the Business University as the
walls of the tower itself. Dr. Harman said
" I have been unusually happy, fortune
has been kind, with few reverses and few
sorrows, with superior associates." Yes,
we and .all the students before us are
very proud of J. L. Harman.

MAKE THE

MANSARD HOTEL
YOUR HOME IN

N ever a Charge
For Credit
Bow ling Green, Kentucky

BOWLING GREEN

George Williamson, Jr., Mgr.
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HARNED BARBER SHOP

There are several couples on the Western campus who seem to be getting that
way. Those people that are together constantly seem never to tire of each other.
Amazing, isn't it? Let's take a gander at
a few such couples:
Does Sue have Andy all tied up, or is
it the other way around? Either way,
they make a fine pair together and
should stay that way, don't you think?
And then there's D elphine and J esseif they haven't got it, no one has! Why,
love is bursting out all over.
Bill Newman has been going pretty
steady since a certain F reshman entered
Western. Wonder how serious it is?
Robbie and Nancy seem to be hitting it
off mighty nice together. Looks like it
might turn into something permanent.
Betty and Dan haven't made it official
yet, but it's fairly apparent that the day
isn't too far off. Rumor h as it that L ouder
and Lace are getting quite serious. Watch
those two or they will be hitched before
you know it. Is Miss Brecker working
for a B. A. or Mr s. degree? It sure l ooks
like the latter.
Have Rodney and Betty Sue gotten
over all their troubles? Hope so, cause
they make ·o ne swell couple and ought
never to stray away from each other
again. A couple which seldom has a rift
is Trudy and that boy from south of the
'border. How would you like Mexico for
a home, Trudy?
Jane and Ida, roommates, both have
the same ideas-as far as men are con-

cerned, anyway. I wonder if Bob and
Rip are roommates too? Who is that certain guy that comes all the way from Mississippi to see Mabel? Is it serious or have
a dozen red roses gone to waste?
Is music all Brooksie and Scotty are
interested in, or is something else cooking up between them. Then there is Betty
and Smitty-never do I see one without
the other. If it isn't love they have, i.t's
a mighty powerful attraction.
Now tell me, what three lovely young
ladies always appear at basketball games
alone? Joy and Bobbie seem to be pretty
serious about certain boys on the ball
team. We will have to give them credit
for picking among the best.
And then what is love without Shirley
and Dee! Illinois is a nice state; but don't
you think Kentucky will take first place,
Dee? Then there's our other Chicago lass,
Joyce, who seems to be getting a case up
with Mouser. Wonder if it will be a
double wedding?
But what I'm mostly interested in is a
certain pleasant triangle. Joe, Mary Lois,
and Jack all seem the best of friends, yet
you see Mary with each boy separately
and sometimes both at once. Tell us, Mary
Lois, how do you keep both !boys on the
string?
(Continued on Page 20)

The Student Flower Shop

W L BJ

PHONE 1958

THOMAS - COVINGTON

108 Main St.

Phone 1662-J

We Accept Appointments

1340

WBON - FM
101.1 Me's

FLORISTS
827 STATE STREET

Member

M. B. S.
DIXIE CAFE

Bowling Green,

ON THE SQUARE

Kentucky

Bowling Green, Ky.
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THAT'S DIF,F ERENT
He was writing a letter in a hotel when
he accidentally upset a bottle of ink,
badly disfiguring the trousers of an irascible party across the desk. He apologized
profusely. "T,hese trousers cost me ten
dollars," shouted the man, "and yo u are
going to pay for them." "Certainly," he
answered, "1£ you will give me your name
and address I will mail you a check as
soon as I get home." "You'll pay for them
right now-this minute." the man insisted.
Although he was somewhat short of ready
cas,h he counted out the ten dollars.
"Now" he said, "I will take my trousers."
"Very well," answered the man, "if you
give me your name 'a nd address I will
mail them to you." "No," he replied, " I
want them right now-this minute. The
man grinned sheepishly. "Say, he said,
shoving back t he ten dollars. "I guess it
will be all right if you will mail me that
c,heck."
:;:

:;: :;:

:::

"What was the hardest thing you
learned at co ll ege?" asked the proud father.
"H ow to op::m beer bottles with a quarter, said the son.
Professor (irritated) -"If there are any
morons in the room, please stand up."
A long pause, and lone freshman rose.
P rofessor - "\Vhat, do you consider
yo urself a moron?"
IF reshman-"Well, not exactly that, sir;
but I do hate to S2e you standing all alone
by yourself."

Royal Barn Florist
"Flowers That Speak

A fellow was sitting at a restaurant
table sawing away at the fricassed leg of
a chicken. Finally he put down his knife
and fork, leaned over to the next table,
pointed to a bottle of A-I sauce, and said
loudly to the l ady sitting at the table,
"Pardon me, madam, would you please
p ass the liniment? This crow has rheumatism.
,Customer: "Is this tea or coffee? It
t astes exactly like kerosene."
W aiter: "If it tastes like kerosene, it's
positively tea-because our coffee tastes
like turpentine."
Teacher: "Pete, who split the atom?"
No reply.
Teacher: "Pete!"
Pet:: : "Don't look at me. I ain't touched
it!"
PROSPtERITY
She. "You beast! Where is your chivalry?"
he. "That old thing? Why I traded it
in on a Lincoln long ago."
:::

:i:

:;:

:::

Notice to our circulation department.
"Dear Sir: My subscription runs out F ebruary 10. Kindly expire. Thanking you in
haste." G. A. P.
DUMB WIFE!
He made a lot of money too suddenly,
and to show his wealth he decided he
must own a Rolls-Royce and a Rembrandt. In a day's shopping, he bought
both. He phoned his wife and answered,
"I just sent home a Rolls-Royce and a
Rembrandt-did they arrive yet?" "Only
one came, Barney-but I don't know
which is which."
Flash-N ew York woman is jabbed by
fountain pen in subway. Becomes first female to be parkeriz'e d.

For You."
Located F or Your Convenience
516 E. 10th.

Phone 2262

Duck Inn Cafe
SANDWICHES

SHORT ORDERS

334 Thirteenth

Phone 877
926-10th St.

220-l3th St.
We DeLiver
Bow ling Green,

Kentucky

-
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CHARM

MARY BESS HELSLEY
Western State
From Bowling Green, Kentucky

VIRGINIA HUMAN
Business University
From Monticello, Kentucky
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S .a botage
Here we are again with some more
clean dirt of the month. And how is every
one and Finney getting along or are they
calling it "Sneed and Greenfield now?
Lois Waid is wearing a pretty class
ring. Kinda large but that's o. k . as long
as it belongs to her steady Harold Hunter.
Chick doesn't seem to be hurt since Le
Verne left. Well, just between you and
me and the !bed post, I think he is. You
can cry on my shoulder or better still
J ohnny Walters (another Perison fan)
then he can cry on your's.
Mary Cleavinger, from the eastern part
of Ky. right on the tip end of W. Va., you
know, sure is a cute gal. I never can
catch her at one thin g though. Still a
cute girl.
Jean Hammel and Bob French made a
beautiful couple, so do Jack W. and Jeanette K. These Wilkins gals sure can catch
the men.
Speaking of catching the men. Wilma
J ane and D aryle Bates are seen together
again.
Bonnie, the Bell from Mississippi," sure
does some tall dating with Western Hilltoppers football team. Who is it now Bonnie?
Betty Mahaffey has a time, one boy
calls for her at the front door, while
another tries to get her on the phone and
all the t ime she is going out the side door
with her date. What a mad house that
was. B etty, I'm going to gift you with a
date book so you can keep them straight.
Why is 'little' Gene Seins singing,
"Don't Worry About Strangers," and
"K eep Your Eye On Your Best Friend,"
of late???
Stanley J enkins, better known as
"B ingo" has been writing to a ten yearold. How come "Bingo"?

FAST SERVICE
on PEN REPA IRS
WORK DONE ;
ALL MAKES
Rental T ypewriters

.&!iLTJ:1
10TH AND COLLEGE STREETS

~949

That was a mighty fine "hello" Rose
Dalton gave Bill Smith at the University
Inn. Some folks really rate.
We have a potential chemistry brain
in Harold Da'vis. 1£ only CulleI?- could
stop leading him astray! Or maybe it's
shuffleboard, Huh, Harold?
My, my, Alta Blevins must have an
awful big attraction in Glasgow . Seems
like every week-end finds her there.
Well, it has finally happened, Gene
Cornet gave his gal an en gagement ring.
The wonderful event will happen the fifteenth of June. Good luck to you both .
Speaking of engagement rings, J 0 Ella
has a beaut iful rock on her third finger,
left hand.
Well, Barbara has chan ged cars again.
It is a convertible Nash now. Who's? Why
Cecil Whithead of course.
Ray Bell has a new girl friend now.
They even made "mad love" ri~ht in the
Inn, in front of everyone. Gad, was his
fac e red.
There are a lot of trusting souls in this
town. Won't even cash a good check at
4: 00 a. m. and they still wouldn't take
pity when they saw those four hungry
faces. Can't understand it.
Pinned and unpinned, Elaine Landrum
and Doug Brindle. Still dating though.
Betty Ethridge has a new steady, Dennis Vaughn. They make a 'very cute couple. Another new steady couple-Bill
Drone and Pat McIntosh.
Freda Kitchens and her steady, Hoyt
Hill, are no l onger steady. Here's your
chance boys. Tip and Margie are still dating, they will tie that k not yet.
More steadies, Kerbough and Jackie,
Rene and Ray, Georgia and Jimmy, Dot
Sugg and Melvin Beaver.
Marg Van Cleave better learn all the
exits at the Capital theater before she
gets in troufble. .
(Continued on Page 24)

Morehead Cleaners
See Harry and Irene
For First Class Work
330-13th
Bowling Green,

st.
Kentucky
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ARound With "Dutch"
'Tis spring and the boid is on the wing;
now ain't dat absoid, I always thought
the wing was on
the boid. Anyhow,
here I am back again with news,
views, jokes and
---well, what
more do you
want. I do ha've
another personality and he 's a friend we all know
and like. Today's
p2rsonality is the
one and 0 n 1 y
George C. Wil coxson, 0\\ ner of
the
University
Inn and the
Sweet Shop.
George was born on May 14, 1910 at
Smith's Grove, Ky., where he was a typical young boy. Fishing, hunting, tennis,
bas Eball and basketball occupied most of
his time and caused many a poor mark
while he was in the lower grades but a
better mark was probably made on the
lower extremity by his parents. In 1927
he 'ventured forth into the cruel world
and came to the city, (Yes, here in B . G.),
but soon beat a hasty retreat back to
Smith's Grove where he graduated from
high school with his class in 1928. In the
fall of that year he entered Western
State Teachers College and worked after
school and on Saturdays. George gave up
a job with the A & P Tea Co., in the summer of '29 to go into a fishin g partnership
with Dr. B. C. Cole. It was lots of fun, !but
unlike most fish stories they weren't biting too well and the surplus didn't accumulate. He does think that it was time
well spent. Later he decided to study architecture and after taking some work at

11

w. K. S. c. George went to the U. of K.
in 1931. There the depression of '32
caught ,h im and he had to quit school. As
manager of Kroger Meat Market he survived for about a year, but independence
was calling him so in 1934 he bought the
University Inn. In 1938 George had met
"the one and only" so he "popped" the
question and received a positive answer
from ·a n attractive brunette named Sarah
Gilbert who was from B . G. On April 10,
1938 they were married. Not too soon after, Feb. 7, 1939 instead of the two of them
there were three. The first, a girl, Georgann. On Sept. 9, 1941, another surprise
(Continued on Page 23)

From the Camera of
Ches Johnson

"BOOST THE TOPPERS"
FOR QUALITY
At Low Prices It's

HOLLAND DRUGS

D. A. HIBBETT, B. U. student, whose
home is on Cabell Drive. He is employed
by Kleenize of -Bowling Green. Those who
appreciate good photography always make
their appointments with Ches Johnson,
Everything P hotographic, 930 '12 State
Street, in Bowling Green. The phone number is 212.
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Curious ideas about anatomy prevail
in the press. It was stated the other day
that a colonel was recently "shot in the
ticket office. " Another paper says a man
was "shot in the suburbs," "He kissed her
passionately upon her reappearance,"
"She whipped him upon his return," "He
kissed her back," "Mr. Jones walked in
upon her invitation," "She seated herself
upon his entering," "We th ought she sat
down upon her being asked, "She fainted
upon his departur,;-:; ':' ':'
Editor--Did you write this poem yourself?
Contributor--Yes, every line of it.
Editor--T hen I'm glad to meet you, Edgar Allen Poe, I thought you were dead
long ago.
President--"Where's the cashier?"
Manager--"Gone to the r aces."
President--"Gone to the races in !business hours?"
Manager--"Yes, sir, it's his last chance
of making the books balance."
:::

:;: ::: :::

The landlord was quizzing the prospective tenant. "You know," he said, "we
keep it very quiet and orderly here. Do
you ha've any children?"
"No."
"A piano, radi o, or victrola?"
"No."
"Do you play any musical instruments?
Do you have a dog, cat, or parrot?"
"No, but my fountain pen scratches
like hell sometimes."
:::

:~.

:::

:::

Employer (to office boy, who is half an
hour late) --"You should have been in
here at nine o'clock."
Office Boy--"Why, what happened?"
:::

::: * :;: :;:

She--"Do you know any nice b oys in
the Navy?"
Her--"Oh, just gobs and gobs."

:;: * :;: ::

The lieutenant stopped a squad of
rookies who were straggling into camp
with spades and shovels, as w ell as guns,
in their hands.
"You!" bellowed the looey, addressing
the rookiest of the rookies. "Where's that
mule I told you to take 'o ut and have
shod?"
"Did you say 'shod,' sir?" said the
rookie, blushing. "We just buried her with
military honors."
:::

:;: ::: :;:

Physical Examiner--"Any scare on
you? "
Recruit--"No , but I got some cigarettes
in my coat pocket."
"That's pretty go od-looking, for a used
car. What's the m ost you ever got out of
it ?"
"Nin e times in one mile."

:i'

"Gimme a dime's worth of asafetida,"
said the boy.
The storekeeper tied up the package
and the boy said: "Dad wants you t Cl
charge it."
"What's your name?"
"Schermerhorn ."
"Take it for nothin'," he said, "I ain't
goin' to spell 'asafetida' and 'Schermerhorn' for no dime."
:::

Sentry--"Halt! Who goes there?"
Returning A. W. O. L.--"Friend, with
bottle."
S entry--"Pass, friend; halt, bottle!"

:::

:::

:::

Customer--"Take a look at what you
did to this!"
Laundryman--"I can't see any thing
wrong with tha t piece of lace."
. Customer--"Lace, hell, that was a
sheet!"

I,'
~

~~
JEWELS

OF JOY

HARrl'lG & HINZEL
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CHESTERFIELD WINNERS
,f

....,- . ~.

The winners of last month's Chesterfield Contest were:
Betty Thomas
Layman Huff
Ken Avery
Margie Osborn
James Taylor
Murray Hill, Jr.
Hix Clark
Caroline J ohnson
Bobbie Smith
Minnie O'She

Compliments
of

CHEC~MATE

In spring his fancy used to turn
To thoughts of frills and such,
And when they rode in his new car
The gals admired his clutch.
But now he's mated and we see
This instinct is denied;
Still loose of foot and fancy-free,
The poor guy's hands are tied!
:;:

:it

**

I have a mad, crazy, insane desire to
crush you in my arms.
You're not insane, baby, you're talking
sense.

liThe Store All Women Know"

Bowling Green, Ky.

QUESTIONS
A
B

C

Twice here in red, two· thirds in white,
Explains just why a Chesterfield's right.
Four are shown and ::111 the same
In color and shape, but not in fa·me.
You've no doubt heard it noised about that
oysters uR n in season,
One glance at lovely Linda and you're sure
to see the reason.

RULES FOR CHgSTERFIELD HUMOR MAGAZINE CONTEST
1. Identify the 3 subjects in back cover ad . All clues arc: in ad.
2. Submit answers on Chesterfield wrapper or rt:8sonablc: facsimile to this publication office.
3. F irst ten correct answers win o nc carton of Chesterfield Cigarettes each.
4 . Enter a s many as you like. but one Ch ester field wrapper or facsimile must accompany each entry.
S. Contest closes midnight . o n e week after this issue's publication date. N ew contest next issue.
6 . Answers and names of winners will a ppear in the next issue.
1 . All answers become the property o f Ch esterfield.
8 . D ecision of judges will be finat.

LAST MONTH 'S ANSW ERS & WINNERS

A

The word THR EE is composed o f five letters and they're
all found in CH E ST E R F I E LD.

B

Chesterfields in the pack, 3 E's in Chesterfield, 3 x 3= 9.
One E in REALITY.

C

Biscuit = muffin; Change M to R and you get Ruffin, the
home of Van W . Daniel.
WINNERS .. •

T "N" T
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"Young feller," said the farmer, "I
ain't blind, and I reckon you've. been
sparkin' my gal Susie a lot lately. Is it
all on the square, or ain't it?"
"N ope," said the bumpkin, blushing.
"'T ain't. Mostly on the back porch, I
guess."

::: *" ::: :::

Mrs. Sippy (after the honeym oon) "Y ou told me you were well off, before
we were married."
Mr. Sippy-"And I was then, if I had
only known it."
"My husband talks in his sleep-does
yours?"
"No. He's terribly annoying-he just
chuckles."
"I'm so upset," declared the young
bride. "I've just found out I married a
man who simply cannot bear children."
"Well," sniffed her maiden aunt, "you
can't expect every thing of a man."

:;: * :;: :::

The elderly spinster sniffed when anyone suggested that it was too bad she did
not have a husband.
"I have a dog that growls, a parrot that
swears, a fireplace that smokes, and a
cat that stays out all night. Why should
I want a husband?"
He-"Say something soft and sweet to
me."
She-"Custard pie."
:;:

:::

:;: :;:

He--"Sweetheart, if you refuse to marry, I'll hang myself."
She-"Well I've gi'ven you enough
I"ope!"

:;: :;: * *

"I want accommodations for my wife
and myself," said the honeymooner, trying to sound business-like.
"Suite, sir?" asked the hotel clerk.
"Er," said the bridegroom, blushing violently, "perfect!"
South on 311-W

Phone 2851-W
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"Dammit, daughter," exploded the father, "you can't marry that young pup. He
doesn't make more than $50 a month."
"Oh, but, Daddy," pleaded the girl, "a
month flies by so fast when you're in
love with each other."

* :;: :;: : :

A very dejected man walked into a
restaurant one morning and sat down at
a table. "I want two eggs fried very hard,
two slices of toast burnt black and a cup
of weak, lukewarm coffee," he told the
waitress.
"Are you sure that's just what you
want?" she asked, amazed.
"To the letter."
The waitress explained to the chef and
managed to get the man exactly what he
had asked for. "Anything else, sir?" she
asked as she put the order on the table.
"Yes, now sit down and nag me. I'm
homesick!"
"Is the sliced ham all right, dear?"
asked the anxious Ibride.
"Wonderful! Did you buy it yourself?"
=i:

:::

:::

:::

Professor: "You in the back of the
room, what was the date of the signing of
the Magna Carta?"
"I dunno."
" You don't know eh? Well, let's try
something else. Who was bonny Prince
Charley?"
"I dunno."
"Well, then, can you tell me what the
Tennis Court Oath was?"
"I dunno."
"You don't! I assigned this stuff last
F·r iday. What were you doing last night?"
"I was out drinking some beer with my
friends."
:::

:;: ::: :;:

Then there's the "Nite Club Nit-Wit"
who tossed a lighted match into t·he "P owd er R oom" and was mad because it didn't
explode.

Phone 627

EAT A T

FOR YOUR NEXT

Murray's Drive Inn

CORSAGE

LOST RIVER

Deemer's

Next To Lost River Motor Court
Earl Murray, P rop.

Bowling Green

YOUR STUDENT FLORIST
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Tom Dooley seems to have a pretty
good opinion of himself.
Well he's not exactly conceited, but
on his 'last birthday he sent his parents a
telegram of con gratulations.
:):

:;: :;: :::

Orator- (who noted the word "Push"
on the outer side of the door when he
entered the hall) -"There is a single
word which is the secret of success in
this fair country. I will impart it to you;
you will see it on the brass plate on the
door-"
Audience (reading in unison) -"Pull!"

* :): * :::

Young Hopeful-"Papa, what is a renegade?"
Politician-"A renegade is a man who
leaves our party and goes to the other
one."
Young Hopeful-"Well, then what is a
man who leaves his party and comes over
to ours?"
Politician-"A convert, my Iboy."
:~

* : : :;:

Skeptic (discussing Balaam's steed) -- "How is it possible for an ass to talk !Ike
a man?"
Fundamentalist-"Well, I don't see ,,, ,- by
it ain't as easy for an ass to talk Eke a
man as it is for a man to talk like an ass."
"Do you know that brother of yours
is liaJble to get himself into trouble?"
"What has he been doing?"
"He's going around telling lies about
me."
"As long as he lies, what do you care?
But if he begins to tell the truth break
his jaw."
V:isitor-" Do you believe that departed
people communicate with you?"
Medium-"Oh, yes, my husband sends
me alimony every week."
"You, down there!" shouted Father
from the head of the stairs. "It's twothirty! Do you think you can stay all
n ight?"
,
"Er, thank you," said the callow lover.
"But I'll have to phone home first."

*'

:j;

:::

*'

A rather pedantic student was asked to
gi've his definition of a woman. He
cleared his throat and began, slowly: '"A
woman is, generally speaking. . . . ."
"Stop right there!" cut in the instructor.
"You've said it."
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Feminine compliment: "My dear, what
a perfectly stunning dress-didn't they
have your size?"
The stork is one of those mystics
Who inha1bits all sections and district.s,
He doesn't wear plumes
•
Or sing pretty tunes,
But without him there's no Vital Statistics.

:;: * * : :

There's nothing like a wedding
To make a feller learn,
Tho' at first he thinks she's his'n
He later finds he's her'n.
"I had the toughest time of my life.
First, I got angina pectoris and then arteriosclerosis. Just as I was recovering
from these, I got tuberculosis, double
pneumonia and phthisis. Then they gave
me hypodermics. Appendicitis was ~o')l
lowed by tonsilectomy. These gave way
to aphasia and hypertrophic cirrhosis. I
completely lost my memory for a while. I
know I had diabetes and acute indigestion, besides gastritis, rheumatism, bunbago and neuritis. I don't know how I
pulled through it. It was the hardest spelling test I've ever had."

:;: :;: * *'
Three deaf ladies were traveling on
top of an open bus.
"Windy, isn't it?" said one.
"No, it isn't Wednesday, it's Thursday,"
said the second.
"Yes, I'm thirsty too. Let's all get off
and have something to drink," said the
third.
:::

:;: :::

:::

Said the Florida man, picking up a
watermelon:
"Is this the largest grapefruit you can
grow in these parts?"
"Stop!" said the Californian. "You're
crushing that raisin."

For Good Food
EAT AT

BE WLEY'S
STEAK HOUSE
One Mile North on 31-W
Bowling Green, Ky.
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Basketball Contest Winners
N ow that basketball season is over and
the nation's best teams are waiting for
big bids, there will be no more contests
until next year. The first contest next
semester will be football, there fore you
forcasters start looking over next ye ar's
too~bC' l~ po\', ers.
The winner of the January contest was
Jim Ingle of B. U. Jim picked Western to
lose two and to score a t otal of 605 points.
The results as computed were: Two losses for Western and they amassed a total
of 608 points. We think that Mr. Ingle
should go into the business of a prognosticater. Congratulations to Mr. Ingle of
B. U .
J ames P. McCormick recei'ved the five
dollars for 'being the winner of the last
contest. James predicted that Western
would lose just one game and that was
right. He predicted a total of 486 points
for th= Hilltoppers and the final count
from the score book was 489. It seems that
some of the students here should give a
little advice to some of the predicters
who are really getting the frog skins for
their work.
We want to thank all of the contestants for entering and do hope that they
will not give up. Every month is a different sports contest. The next contest will
be in the September issue of T. "N" T .
We will be seeing you then.
"Have you forgotten that you owe me
five dollars?"
"No , not yet. G~;:, ~~, time, and I wi. ll."
John-"What did Charley find out
when he had the phrenologist examine his
head the other day?"
Henry-"Nothing. After the professor
had felt his head he looked sad and gave
Charley his $2 back."
"Why are the medieval centuries called
'Dark Ages,?"
"Because it wa~:, ~:~:, ~night time."
Mr. Wrangle-"Why does a woman S9.y
she's been shopping when she hasn't
bought a thing?"
Mrs. Wran gle-"Why does a man say
he's been fishing when he hasn't caught
anything?"
She-"I'm afraid I can't afford that
operation now."
He-"No. It looks like yo u'll have to
talk about your old one for another year."

MEET YOUR FRIENDS

- at-

12th STREET GRILL
FINE FOOD
Dine, Snack, or Lountge
In Comfort
Veteran Owned and Operated

TROY
LAUNDRY
AND

Dry Cleaners
"On The Square"

BE SMART --GO THRIFTY

Thrifty Dress Shop
THRIFTY HAS
THE
915 College

VALUES
Phone 838
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The Roving Reporter
By Joe Kesler

Western Kentucky State College is located high on a hill in Bowling Green. It's
so high up that the birds build their nests
in the roots for fear the oxygen is too thin
in the branches. (I bet you didn't know
there was oxygen in branches-there isH20.) When the little bird eggs hatch,
the little birds don't say "peep," they just
start gasping for air.
Western is situated on what was an old
Civil War Fort. The Rebels gave the Yankees a hard battle, sometimes brother
against brother, father against sons, and
husband against wife (latter fight not
called off when war ended.) Western was
founded when a Rebel general called to
the Yankees, "School's out boys," and
proceeded to mop up. When the smoke
and Yankees had cleared out, the cannon
balls were pushed aside and construction
was begun.
On the hub of the campus is Cherry
Hall that acts as a picturesque backdrop
for the statue of Henry Hardin Cherry.
This statue has several interesting stories
behind it. Last winter it got so cold that
Mr. Cherry had both hands in his pockets
and last March the c-old wind blew so hard
up College Street that he asked to be
moved to the rear of Cherry Hall.
Next to Cherry Hall is the library-library-that's where the song "Whispering" was written but never sung. Around
the outside of the building is the names
of famo us poets and authors carved in the
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stone. Very intelligent students can recall their names and works by heart.
Some of the fam ous writers are Shakingspear, Edgar Allen Moe, and Wordsworth.
Beside the library is the large building
called "Van Meet Her" auditorium. It has
a sidewalk underneath it. A sidewalk is
built around the Ibuildin g for the students
who like to take the long way home. The
community Concerts are presented here
each year. Such notables as Jo Jo, the man
that can make a yo y o hum "Dixie" in A
flat minor, are featured. During the act
J 0 J 0 keeps both feet on the stage. The
secret of that is the law of gravitation. It
states that anything that goes up must
come down, except grades in Chemistry
and Finney-they never go up.
Moving down a path that is lit up like
a firefly con vention at the Chicago Fire,
we arrive at P otter and West Halls-Potter and West Halls-two girls' dormitories
that have bad electrical connections. Step
on the porch at 10: 25 and the lights blink
on and off. The doors close early when
you're late and late when you get in early.
Below Potter Hall is the Western Stadium-stadium-built for students sitting
on hard bleachers t o look at across the
field. The stadium is the coldest place on
the campus. It's so cold that the white
lines turn blue and the goal posts become
cold posts.
As we leave the stadium, we bid Western a fond goodby and walk slowly down
out of the clouds t oward town.
NEXT MONTH - "Manners With A
Lady"

YOU CA N AFFORD A (;OOD STEAK
At the INN we have prepared a Special thick Sirloin S teak,
cut from U. S. Choice, Aged Beef, Especially for Students
Sir loin Steak
French Fries
Salad
Rolls and Coffee

University Inn Cafeteria
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Western Finishes Third In Nation
Coach Ed Diddle's powerful WesteLl
Kentucky basketeers should be rated t~J~'
cinderella team of the rJation this seClson.
Back in early December, even the most
optimistic Western fans were feeling sorry for Uncle Ed and his boys and predIcting the worst as the Hilltoppers tackled their toughest schedule in hIstory. Of
a program of 25 games, 14 were against
first class oppositIOn, and seven against
better-than-average. it was the general
concensus of opinion that the Toppers
would do well to win 15 contests. Thl:>
was shown Iby the great number of entries
forwarded in T. "N" T .'s December
Basketball Contest. About 75 per ce ai.;
were ,picking Western to lose seven But
of the first nine games.
But Coaches Diddle and Hornback
cooked up something for their inexperIenced charges and, when the regular
season had become history with the East
Tennessee State game, the record showed
22 'victories against three defeats! Only
two teams in the nation-Kentucky and
St. Louis University-can actually boas:
better records than Western, considering
the class of opposition. Thus, in the opinion of the writer, the Diddlemen shuuld
get third ranking in the nation.
The ratings of 1'. "N" T. are based on a
system that weighs won-and-loss records,
quality of opposition played, compa1:&Live
scores, consistency, and site of contests.
For example: Kentucky defeated Bowling Green State by two points on a neutral court, but had the contest been
played at Bowling Green, on the same
night, it is highly probable that the
Wildcats would have lost. Western and
Bowling Green split two home-and-home
games, yet, Bowling Green's inconsistency in losing six games, one of them to
Baldwin-Wallace, give them a rating below Western's.
Using 100 percent as the nahon's unbeatable college team, the 10 most out-

standing clubs are listed below. Also, the
10 top state teams are given . These rat·
ings include performances through February 22.
NATIONAL
1. Kentucky ..................... .. . 96
2. St. Louis ........... . ..... . ....... 92
3. Western Ky. State ... . ............ 91
4. Illinois . . ........................ 90
5. Oklahoma A. & M ........ . .... .. . . 89
6. Butler Univ ...................... 88
7. Tulane .................... .. .... 88
8. Minnesota .................... . .. 87
9. Loyola (Chicago) ................ 86
10. Bowling Green (0.) . . ........... 85
STATE
1. Kentucky .. . .............. .. .. .. . 96
2. Western Ky. State ............ . 91
2. Eastern Ky. State ................ 83
4. Louisville ...... . ............. . .. 82
5. Murray State ...... . ........ . ... 78
6. Morehead State ....... . .......... 74
7. Ky . Wesleyan ....... . ....... . . . . 66
8. Campbellsville . . ................. 58
9. Lindsey Wilson ..... . .. . .. . ...... 58
10. Berea ........................... 54
"I saw your advertisement to the effect
that you re-cover umbrellas. I'd like mine
recovered."
"Yes, sir; where is it?"
"If I knew that I'd recover it myself."
:;:

:::

:::

:;:

"Dear me!" said the lady to the superintendent of the insane asylum, "what
a vicious look that woman has we passed
just now in the corrider. Is she dangerous?"
"Yes, at times," replied the superintendent evasively.
"But why do you allow her such freedom?"
"Can't help it."
"But isn't she an inmate and under your
control ?"
"N 0, she's neither under my control
nor an inmate. She's my wife."

HU N TS OYSTER BAR
After The Ball Game And Dances
T HIS IS W HERE YOU M EET
205 MAIN STREET

YOUR FRI ENDS
BOWLING GREEN. KY.
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Griffin Looks To Golf Season
boxing circles. He was heavyweight
champion of the South for two consecutive years.
Upon ac cepting a position at Western,
Coach Griffin organized the varsity golf
team and, in the past three years, his
teams have won one state championship
and tinished second the 'O ther two years.
Frank is proud of the fact that Western
State has one of the finest all-round intramural programs in the nation. To cite
an example, around 500 students, of an
entire body of approximately 1800, participated in basketball this winter. In addition to Coach Griffin's duties with golf
and intramural directing, he gi'ves invaluable assistance t o Coach Jack Clayton
on the gridiron.
A hard, conscientious worker, Coach
Griffin is a personable fellow who likes
Western- and Western likes Frank.
" Wh en will yo ur father's leg be well
so he can come to work ?"
'·Not for a long time, I think."
"Why?"
"'Cause compensation's set in."
COACH GRIJFiFIIN

One of the outstanding members of
Western's coaching staff is Frank Griffin, golf coach, director of intramurals
and assistant footlball coach.
Mr. Griffin is a Western graduate who
spent five years in the service before
joining the Hilltopper staff in the fall 'Of
1945. He was a senior lieutenant in the
Navy and directed the Physical Education program along with Gene Tunney
and Tom Hamilton.
Just prior to the war, Frank, a handsome fellow with the physique of a Greek
god, made quite a name for himself in

"Fine advice you gave me! You said I
if was pally with the Judge he'd let me
off easy."
"Well, didn't he?"
"N o. I walked in and said, 'Good morning, Your Honor-how 's the old kid today?' and he said 'Fine-twenty dollars.' "
:;: :;:

:::

:;:

A dashing young dude from DecatuT,
Said, ''I'll not date Miss Duffy, I hate
her."
But Miss Duffy strolled by
And gave him the eye,
And what did the dude do, but date her!

SOUTHERN KENTUCKY'S ONLY CUT-RATE JEWELRY
"Where Cash Is King"
Bonded And Registered Diamonds
Nationally Advertised Watches

Al valon Jewelry and Loan Co.
319 Main St.

Bowling Green, Ky.

Phone 2663
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Gossip
(Continued From P age 7)
Say, Anna L ee, what's that new flash
on your left hand ?
Say, Punk, do chickens really have
feathers? Lucy I hear you won a two dollar bet, is that right? Minnie L ee, I hear
the Navy sailed in Saturday night. These
J oneses really go good together. "Bairdie," who is that certain young basketball player that's in the limelight now?
L ooking over the couples on the hill
you see Lou Nell and Gene doing all right
again. Is that right, Lou? JoAnn e, I hear
yo u saw a certain party fr om Somerset
Sunday afternoon while strolling with a
local romeo. Rumored around is the fact
th at J 0 Thomas was seen with the Navy
Sunday. We wonder what that could
mean?
What's happened to U. K., Hal? I haven 't heard of your going to Lexington
lately.
Gosh, look at that clock! I knew it was
Tn y meal time, so I'd better sign off for
now. See yo u next month!
FAIR ENOUGH
Inspectors fo r the city walked into one
of those doubtful-looking restaurants. T o
the proprietor they said, "We notice a
sign outside that yo u are serving rabbit
stew today. Is it all rabbit?" The frightened Pete answered, "No boss, not ex.actly-it has a little horsemeat also in it."
How much h orsemeat?" shouted the inspectors. "Fifty--fifty, boss, one horse an d
one rabbit," came Pete's defense .
A colored chap was brought to court
for beating his wife. The judge gave it to
him plenty, finishing up with "Mose, if
your wife brings you into court again for
beating her up, I'll send you to jail for
years. " Mose promised to beha ve. A few
weeks later she hauled him Ibefore the
Judge again. "W hat did I tell you?"
cried the now angered jurist. "Lemme
explain," began Mose. "We was settin'
peaceful-like on the porch. Then she
turned to me and said, 'Mose, you is b eh aving because you is afraid of that nogood, cockeyed judge.' Well, Your Honor,
when she said that about yo u, I just
hauled off and busted her in the mouth."
:::

:::

:::

:;:

A certain doctor was treating a patient
for yellow jaundice for twenty years before h e found out that the fellow was a
J ap.
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Lawyer-"Well, if you want an honest
opinion-"
Client-"N 0, no. I want your professional advice."
"I shall have to gi've you ten days or
$.20," said the judge.
"I'll take the $20, judge," said the prisoner.
:;:

:j"

:::

*

In ebriate was leaning on the bar with
his h ands clasped t ogether. Frequently he
would peek in between his thumbs, first
with one eye, then with the other.
"Watcha got there?" demanded his
friend.
"Guess !" said the drunk with a knowing smile.
"Butterfly?"
"Nope"- this after another cautious
peek.
"Hummingbord? "
Another look into his fist-"Nope."
"Well, I dunno-an elephant, m aybe?"
The drunk took ano ther long look and
demanded: "What color?"
Northern Visitor - "Zeke, don't the
mosquitoes bother the colonel?"
Body Servant-" N 0, sah, de fust part of
de night de k ernal is to full to pay any
'tenshun to de skeeters; and de last part
of de night de skeeters is too full to pay
any 'tenshum to de kernal."
Two befuddled visitors to the Kentucky
Derby approached a hotel desk to register. One of them attempted to tell the
clerk what they wanted, 'b ut in vain.
Finally the other said:
"Jush a minute. What we wansh ish a
loed with two r ooms."
"I think what you want," said the
clerk, "is a room with two beds."
This met with the approval of the men,
and a few minutes later-fully dressedthey were stretched out on the same bed.
"Shay, Jack, there's somebody in my
bed."
" Shinsh yo u mention it, old man,
there'sh somebody sleeping in mine too."
"What'sh yo u say les' kick 'em out."
There were sounds of a terrific stru ggle.
"Shay, J ack," one of them panted. "I
got mine out."
"Good boy ! But, I can 't handle minehe pushed m e out."
"Thash all right, pal, you jush come an'
sleep with me."

T "N" T
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Fraternity
Row
TOPPERS
The Toppers Fraternity was organized
in September, 1940. A letter submitted to
the members of the faculty in 1941 by
Mr. W . David Carpenter, the first president of the Toppers, very aptly presents
the aims and principles of this organization.
Because we, the achve members of the
Toppers, have attained what we believe
to be a degree of prominence and progressive activity among the student body
of the Bowling Green Business University and !because we feel that both our or.ganization and the school would be mutaally benefitted by a closer alliance of
authority and purposes, we respectfully
submit this application for formal recognition of our organization on the campus
of the Business University.
For the past year we have functioned
as an organization of Business University
students for the purpose of promotin'g a
spirit of friendship and fraternal ~llow
ship among those prominent Business
University students who, for some reason ,
were not members of existing similar
org.anizations. W e conscientiously feel
that we have succeeded as an organization
devoted t o these principles.
We submit herewith a copy of our constitution, upon which our organization
and its activities are based. It sets forth
the reasons for and purposes of the Toppers, and we believe these reasons and
purposes are consistent with the noble
concessions and wise restrictions which
have for so long characterized the Business Uni'versity administration.
We are cognizant of the fact that in order to perpetuate our organization among

SHOES
FOR THE CAMPUS
CUTIE
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Business University students we must
seek the aid of you, the fac ulty. If our
organization, its principles and purposes,
are fo und to be worthy of this recognition, we are humbly grateful and highly
honored.
OFFICERS
Bill Flaherty .......... .. .... President
J. C. Lyons ...... , ....... Vice-President
Bob Strohman ................ Secretary
Bill Alexander ...... .. ... . .. Treasurer
Bill Rudd ................ Sgt. at Arms
Willis Dever .... . ..... . .. . ... Historian
THE BUSY BETA'S REPORT
The start of a new semester finds the
Beta's busy rushing a group of fine girls
to their club.
Friday, February 4th, the active members invited some of their friends to an
informal coke party at the home of Sue
Anne McReynolds. This was followed on
Monday afternoon with a tea at Cora
Jane Morningstar's home, and on Wednesday, the rushes and their dates en joyed
a "Progressive dinner party." The dinner
was divided into three courses; an appetizer at Warren Cannon's, the main course
at Sara Booker's, and dessert at Leta
Kerr's . A Ibid dinner was given at the
Arch Way Inn on Thursday night. Th e
girls were requested to send their written
reply by Monday.
T he Beta's annual Valentine dance was
held at the Archway Inn Friday, February 11th. The big event of the evening
was th e crowning of Bill Painter, a senior at Western, as the "Sweetheart of
Beta Omega Chi." We plan to make this
Valentine D ance an annual affair. A
photogra,pher took many different shots
of the gro up.
The twelve pledges took their pledge
vows at the regular meeting on Monday
night. At present, these "eager beavers"
are engaged in an indefinite pledgeship,
and are so busy acting nice and working
hard. Plans for the future include the annual "Spring Formal," and various other
social activities of the season. This semester will indeed be a busy one for the
Beta Omega Chi Club.
(C ontinued on Page 22)

Lantern Glow Eat Shoppe
"WE TREAT NICE FOOD NICE"

428 E. Main

914 STATE STREET
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Fraternity Row
(Continued From Page 21)
THE EN A'MIE CLUB
The En Arnie Club was founded by
seven girls in 1937. En Arnie meaning "In
Friendship." The club was chartered in
1940. At the present it has eleven acti'Ve
members. The En Arnie Club chose for
its leaders the following: President, Patsy
Bohannon; Vice-<President, J ane Coil;
Secretary, J ane Banks; Treasurer, Phoebe
Welsh; Sarg. at Arms, Jean Nickolson;
Chaplain,
Virginia
Fullenwider; CoPledge Ca.ptains, Betty L ou Hudspeth
and Dimple Kitchens.
The En Arnie Club has three pledges
for this semester, Ben Alice Surgeaner,
Charlotte Williams, Marcia Wells. We
have sponsored several activities this
year. At the present we are selling tickets for Raffling a "Wake up to Music"
Radio. The proceeds to be given to the
Bowling Green Hospital Fund.
This is a fine gesture En Arnie's, more
of the College Clubs and Frat's should do
this, in raising the funds for the new hospital.
SAME DIFFERENCE
J oe: "Did you have any trouble getting
your wife in a good mood after you stay
out late?"
Blow: "Friend, did you ever try pusha car uphill with a rope?"

****

POOR ARCHIE
Here's what's left
Of Archie Rome.
A hundred dated
AND NONE WALKED HOME!

* :;: * *

Ricnard won't open the door;
Just class him as a crank
For he's a loyal southerner
And will not give a yank.

:;: * * : :

The little red school house is fast disappearing. Now all we have to do is get rid
of the big Red school teachers.

* * * :;:

"Now that I have grown old, I have the
feeling, when walking through the cemetery, that I am apartment hunting."

* :;:

:!:

*

A man telephoned his doctor asking
him to come over as soon as 'Possible,
that his wife had appendicitis.
The doctor replied, "Nonsense! I took
your wife's appendix out two years ago
and I never heard of anyone having a
second appendix."
To which the worried husband replied,
"Did you ever hear of anyone having a
second wife?"

:;: * :;: *

A Mexican and an American who
worked on the night shift of a Kansas
salt plant ate their midnight lunch together. On several occasions the Mexican
had rabbit meat in his pail, and he shared
his supply with his comrade.
"Where do you get rabbits, Jose?" the
American asked one night. "I can't find
any."
My wife, she get 'urn," Jose replied.
"She say every night they come 'round
house and make noise. She shoot 'urn."
"Noise? Rabbits don't make noise."
"Sure." J ose asserted positively, "Go
meow, meow."

****

Little Willie, he's a brat,
Broke an egg in D addy's hat.
Then he laughed in fiendish glee,
W'h en P oppa said, "The yolk's on me."
11hen there's the "Nature Boy" who
used to sleep outdoors, under bridges and
viaducts . . . . . and finally switched to
culverts.

BROADWAY

****

WASHETERIA
SERV -UR-SELF -LA UNDRY

"Back so soon, J oe? Where did you go?"
I went over to a telephone booth to talk
to my girl, but some damn fool kept wanting to use the .p hone, so we had to get out."
A CONGENIAL SPOT
TO MEET YOUR FRIENDS

"WE FOLD YOUR CLOTHES
L I KE MOTHER DOES"
324 Broadway

Science now makes
Milk from Hay;
We prefer ours
The udder way.

Phone 2047

Checks Billiard Parlor
523 10th

Bowling Green, Ky.
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A Round With "Dutch"
(Continued From Page 11)
package, this time a boy, David. On Oct.
11, 1944 and Jul y 4, 1948, there was a girl.
The first Elaine and the most recent
Evelyn.
George likes to tinker with machines,
hunt birds and play ball, but usually regrets it for several days after a ball game.
He taught a year in the machine shop at
Western Trade School, but devotes most
of his time now to his work .a t the Inn.
George says, "People come and people go,
but the Inn goes on forever, I hope."
In closing this month's personality I
would like to quote George again. "I
think that the students at B. U. and Western get finer each year, and I wouldn't
trade jobs with Truman." Thanks a lot
George, we appreciate that.
Now for news and views . . . . . First I'd
like to express a gripe. Will the wisemen
please keep their trap shut at 3 minutes
before the bell when the prof. is ready to
let us get on our way to the next class
. . . . . Nuff said .. .. What male shorthand
teacher was seen in his private office
whispering "pu pu" and "cu, cu" into the
ea'r s of a sweet new coed named Delores
E .....What is Betty P. going to do when
football practice starts at U. of L. and
that "big guy" ,h as to stop those long
drives? . . ..Did you know that man is
just a worm in the dust. He comes along,
wiggles around for awhile and finally
some chicken gets him. . . . Speaking of
chickens reminds me of Kate Fields'
beautiful poem:
"They talk about a woman's sphere
As though it had a limit
There's not a place in .earth or heaven
T,here's not a task to mankind given,
There's not a fblessing or 0 woe,
There's not a whispered Yes or No
There's not a life, or death or birth
That has a feather's weight or worth
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Without a woman in it"
(You can't win boys)
Why does Margaret B. rush to her 9: 40
bookkeeping lab? Is it bookkeeping or J.
D.? .... Why doesn't someone settle the
argument between two girls at the Tucker
House over who is the cutest tablewaiter
.... Recently Jim and Carol were walking the streets in pajamas with a fifth of
Tequela .... It's pretty official that Doug.
B. and Betty E. have agreed to disagree
.. . . It has often been said that marriage
is an institution. What wasn't said was
th at it is an institution for the insane ....
Joe Kessler! D. M. would like to make
those late trips to the grill official. ... Is
"Shoulders Lavoy" the dominating factor
on Fran Freeman's pin-up board? Doug. B.
and Elanie Landrum in close company.
Might fine! Money talks but with me it
always says "Goodbye." Was it Bob Bell
I heard behind a tree the other night
when a girl said, "Marry me Bob, I'm only
a garbage man's daughter, but ..... " and
Bob interrupted with, "That's all right
Baby, you ain't to be sniffed at." .. . .J. D .
has Margaret started the experiments on
you that her roommate is trying?
Jess Gifbs on is working at the legion
now since Clyde Williams graduated . . . .
Jake Mabry looks mighty happy with a
new car and a beautiful girl to soon be the
Mrs. , who wouldn't be happy? Virgniia H.
going to Lexington to see G. C. How many
regiments would like to be the palpitation
of "Tintsy's" heart! . ... Mary C., did you
have a nice time with Paul in Lexington?
(For Editor's wife: Not your husband in
Lexington, another Paul.)
We all hope that John Jackson's sister
is much better now. She was in a serious
auto accident. ... F . J . Smith has troubles
His son has pneumonia, his wife wrecked
the car, and they all had to move to anoth er apartment. Rough! Tom Wa·h l tore his
car up outside Lexington between semes(Continued on Next Page )

Park City Hotel
"WELCOM E"

Joe McFarland, Owner

2 Blocks From B. U.

COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
For The Student

ON STATE STREET

1122 Center St.

Phone 520
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A Round With "Dutch"
ters. . . . Mr. Orendorf hovering over a
radiator on the cool morn of Feb. 7. Cold
"T op"? . . . . Jeannette Cammack and
Russell Oakes together. . . .Betty E. and
Dennis. . . .Conditions are getting right
along-but-He who starts out with $9,000.
to build a $9,000 .00 house is short about
!l'2,131.18 . . . . Leslie Thomas and Bob Miller of Western who h ave been away for
almost a year are back again . Glad to see
ya! Oscar T alm adge orders a breakfast of
bacon and eggs at 7: 08 so he ca n eat an d
make Mr. Francis' 7: 10 class. Speedy!
J une Deniso n working hard at the Inn t o
give everyone prompt service. T hanks
J un e.. . .Chivalry is back. J ean Martm
held the door for m e the other day . . . .
Carolyn Carper and Dick in close company. Looks go od and it is spring almost
. . . . When you boys take your girls out,
remerr. ioer, "The quality is remembered
lon g after the p!'ice is forgotten," . . so
don't just buy one coke, get a bag of peanuts to go with it. You never see the stock
called h appiness quoted on the stock ~x
change .... When wealth is gon e, n~thm.g
is lost; when health is gone, somethmg IS
lost. When character is gone, all is lost ....
Why don 't the fr aternities and sister sororities ever work together?? ...
Well fellow studes, this is it for another
month. Send those news and views items
to Dutch Isert, E. G. B. U., B. G., Ky., or
hand them to me. I'll close leaving you
with this parting thou ght! Fault finding
and hollow criticism are seldom indulged
in by those capable of creating~Be seeing you.
Sincerely,
Dutch
"You 'r e a dirty shyster," snarled one
of the lawyers to the other, "and before
this case is through I'll show you up for
the crooked ape that you are."
"Sez you," snapped the other. "You
are a cheat and a liar."
"Come, come," broke in the judge. "Let
the case proceed now that the learned
council have identified each other."
A passenger in an airplane was far up
in the sky when the pilot !began to laugh
hysterically.
Passenger-"What's the joke?"
Pilot-I'm thinking of what they'll say
a t the asylum when they find out I have
escaped."
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Sabotage
(Continued From Page 10)
I think I've covered about everything
in school, except the fact that. profs are
givin g us (what's another polIte word
for hell?) this year already, and gleefully too and there is quite a bit of woo
pitching going on that I haven 't ~en 
tioned and think it is best n ot to mentlOn.
Be sure and vote for Miss T. "N" T.
See you next time.
A FAIRY STORY
A fairy story for t hose in second childhood: Once ther e was a beautiful princess. ,Playing on the green of the lovel y
castle she was tossin g a golden ball In
the air. Throwing it too swiftly, the ball
started to roll into the nearby brook. A
frog, n oticing it, grabbed it before it hit
t h e w ater and returned it t o the princess .
c::o elated was the Princess that she said
to the modest and retreating frog. "Come
d you. "
h =re, froggy-I want to re~ar.
"N 0" answered the croaker m hIS most
ami~ble tone "You have rewarded me
eno ugh by si'm ply allowing n:e to be in
yo ur presence. " But the Pnncess was
adamant. "No, fro ggy, I want to reward
yo u for saving that golden 'ball. What do
yo u wish?" "Seeing that you are beautifu lly stubborn," it replied, ".for m y r~
ward I would like to sleep m the solId
,!!old bed t hat I hear yo u have in the. castle." " Granted," cri Ed the royal malden,
"hop al ong with me. " The two jumped
into bed and went to sleep. The next
morning, when the Princess awoke, she
noticed alongside her a handsome, blonde
Prince-and would you believe it? T o this
day, her mother won't believe the story
of the frog.
Nate-"Aren't you coming in swimming?"
Kate-"I can't . A moth has been eating
my bathing suit."
Nate-"The little rascal! He must ha'Ve
been on a diet."
* :;: * :::
THE QUICK AND THE DEAD
Here lies a pedestrain,
Cold as ice.
He jumped only once
When he should have jumped twice.

::: * ::: :::

Teacher : "Johnny, tell me the definition of the word 'widow'."
J ohnny: "A widow is a woman th at
lived so long with her husband that he
died."

Have You Joined Southern Kentucky's
Finest Entertainment Club?
IF NOT ..... JOIN NOW!

5 MILES SOUTH OF BOWLING GREEN ON U. S. HIGHWAY 31 - W

. Plan a Party -Bring Your Best Date
Always The Finest Dance Music
Club Facilities Available For Club, Fraternity and Sorority Parties
TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS CALL ADA or BILL WILLIAMS
TELEPHONE - COUNTY 8100

Fill in this CQupon and exchange it at

BOOTS AND SADDLE CLUB
COUPON

the Club for Special Student Card. No

NlA!lY.llE .. ...•.. . . .. •• ••. •. . •. • .• .••.. ••

STUDENTS!

assessments or dues
cards
Events.

except

to students

Saturdays

and

with

Special

AiDDIRESS . . .. .. ... . . . ... . ... . .. .. . . .. .
SCHOOIL . ........ . ...... . ............ .

"Everybody likes Chesterfield
because its MILDER
its MY cigarette':

~~f)~

MAKE YOURS THE

MILDER

CIGARETTE

SEE CHESTERFIELD CONTEST PAGE

Copyright 19·19,
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